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TexRD is a useful application that allows animated random textures to be generated by means of algorithms based on reaction-diffusion principle. More specifically, complex chemical reactions between several fluids are simulated and produce various patterns by self-organization. Similar morphogenesis phenomena (spontaneous build-up of shapes) are observed in the real life and could
account for the patterns observed on the skin on some animals, exotic fishes, shells, minerals. Even if it looks complicated to you, it is not necessary to understand how it exactly works to use TexRD! You can take the advantage of the software by simply starting the calculation of the manifold given examples. Progressively, you will learn how to change simple parameters like the image
size or its colors. Any texture generated by TexRD can be tiled, i.e. juxtaposing the same basic texture so as to fill a given space. The texture will be perfectly adjusted to each other, edge to edge without join. Web pages backgrounds can also use pattern tiling. TexRD is designed for graphic designers, cyber-artists, etc. Like a mathematical game, it showed also be of interest for science
lovers as a powerful tool to create new original textures. The thrill of discovery is enhanced by the fact that reaction-diffusion patterns cannot be predicted by the theory (except for the simplest models). They require multiple trials associating observations, chance and tryes to find the rules governing the effects of the diffrent parameters.You will be able to discover totally new textures,
because you can find numerous possible combinations. With TexRD, you will be able to create all kinds of abstract images for postal cards or front pages, bindings, paper bookmarks, windows wallpapers, as well as new ideas for decoration patterns. Computer graphics experts could also use such textures to cover virtual objects and make them look more realistic - real world is full of
random patterns! NOTE: This software is free for non-commercial use only. The author's agreement is needed in all other cases. TeXRD Features: - All the features of original random textures - Pattern tiling - Rectangular image (a tile of an already generated texture can be tiled on the new one) - Parallelogram or square tiles - Vertical and horizontal tiling - Automatic size proportion of
the texture - You can take advantage of the program interface to start various calculations of the patterns - Select the form of the pixels: Point, Line, Ellipse
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************************************************** * * * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF * * ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT * * LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, * * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. * *
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, * * DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF * * CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN * * CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS * * IN THE SOFTWARE. *
************************************************** Animated random textures generator: ************************************************** ==>GALET! TexRD is the software to create all kinds of animated, random and complex textures. It is very easy to use. Once you know how to start the calculation, you can generate a random textures by simply pressing the
"Start" button and follow the steps of the instructions. The '***Start***' button will display a self-generating and self-stopping pattern. You will see how it evolves step-by-step, depending on the value of the parameters. After some tries, you will learn how to get the best result by controlling the effects of the parameters. When the calculation is over, the best results are stored in the
selected file. You can then use the editor to find the best results for a given target. You may also try to improve the result by changing the calculation parameters. You can even try different algorithms by changing the number of fluids. You will see that you will have a lot of possibilities to create textures, that will be really original and new. ==>Generate or improve your own texture : The
first step is to specify the number of fluids and the intensity of the reaction. Then you can give parameters like the color of the fluid, the color of the reaction products, the color of the reaction boundary, and so on. Depending on the color mode of TexRD (color, gray, gray+color, black+color...), it is possible to display each color of the image in the corresponding mode. The image can be
displayed directly in the directory where the files are saved, and exported to a standard image 1d6a3396d6
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The computer program TexRD is a random animated texture generator based on reaction-diffusion models. This new approach to the study of natural morphogenesis phenomena has developed in the author's laboratory during the last twenty years. It has led to a vast amount of new experimental results. TexRD is the first program that allows to simulate such phenomena for personal graphic
purposes. A part of my research was devoted to the development of the mathematical tools that one could use to simulate such processes. TexRD offers you these tools that you can use to generate your own natural or artificial pattern. As you know, reaction-diffusion patterns appear in a wide variety of phenomena: self-organisation in liquids, plants and animals, medical and biological
phenomena, biochemistry. They are governed by specific mechanisms. The object is to simulate these mechanisms by means of very simple equations involving two scalar quantities: the reaction rate and the diffusion rate. However, to generate patterns with variations of wavelength and spatial period, one needs to introduce additional variables like the gradient of the reaction and diffusion
rates. The mathematical modelling is done by means of a PDE for the evolution of the reaction and diffusion rates coupled with a reaction-diffusion equation for the pattern evolution. These equations are well known and have been used for long time. But the well-known equation for the evolution of the reaction and diffusion rates, the chemical model for the reaction, and the reactiondiffusion equation for the pattern evolution are not enough. The results obtained with these equations are quite unpredictable, which is why one has to work with numerical methods to solve the equations involved. This is the main source of the complexity of the TexRD software. The two reaction and diffusion equations are solved on an square, triangular or hexagonal lattice. Each
generation step is a stochastic process. Random numbers are required to calculate the evolution of the reactions and diffusion rates and the pattern evolution. In each generation step, one can change various parameters of the system, for example: the geometry of the lattice, the size of the domain, the type of boundary conditions, the reaction and diffusion coefficients, the type of reaction
mechanism, the gradient of the reaction and diffusion rates, the rate of evolution of the reaction and diffusion rates, the reaction and diffusion coefficients, etc... TexRD allows to simulate a large variety of patterns in reaction-diffusion phenomena: Brownian, Swift-Hohenberg, Turing, Gray-Scott, etc...The patterns have a large variety of shapes and their wavelength

What's New In TexRD?
TexRD is a useful application that allows animated random textures to be generated by means of algorithms based on reaction-diffusion principle. More specifically, complex chemical reactions between several fluids are simulated and produce various patterns by self-organization. Similar morphogenesis phenomena (spontaneous build-up of shapes) are observed in the real life and could
account for the patterns observed on the skin on some animals, exotic fishes, shells, minerals... Even if it looks complicated to you, it is not necessary to understand how it exactly works to use TexRD! You can take the advantage of the software by simply starting the calculation of the manifold given examples. Progressively, you will learn how to change simple parameters like the image
size or its colors. Any texture generated by TexRD can be tiled, i.e. juxtaposing the same basic texture so as to fill a given space. The texture will be perfectly adjusted to each other, edge to edge without join. Web pages backgrounds can also use pattern tiling. TexRD is designed for graphic designers, cyber-artists, etc... Like a mathematical game, it showed also be of interest for science
lovers as a powerful tool to create new original textures. The thrill of discovery is enhanced by the fact that reaction-diffusion patterns cannot be predicted by the theory (except for the simplest models). They require multiple trials associating observations, chance and tryes to find the rules governing the effects of the diffrent parameters.You will be able to discover totally new textures,
because you can find numerous possible combinations. With TexRD, you will be able to create all kinds of abstract images for postal cards or front pages, bindings, paper bookmarks, windows wallpapers, as well as new ideas for decoration patterns. Computer graphics experts could also use such textures to cover virtual objects and make them look more realistic - real world is full of
random patterns! NOTE: This software is free for non-commercial use only. The author's agreement is needed in all other cases. You may get more information, samples and pricing by visiting this website ( PATTERN GENERATION WITH FUNCTIONAL CHEMISTRY Using a computer program, biologists and mathematicians can simulate chemical reactions and study in a controlled
environment complex phenomena (morphogenesis) which occur spontaneously in nature. These patterns usually display shapes or orientation of objects which are spontaneously generated. They are called reaction-diffusion patterns. Computer generated textures are getting more and more popular in web sites and adversting. They can be used in various applications such as 3D or web
games. TexRD is a software application that generates textures in a more advanced way than simply placing patches. The creation of a texture is one of the main functions of this software. Many
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System Requirements For TexRD:
You can use a GameCube controller for SEGA Ages. The buttons work just fine. Port: SEGA Ages will work with any device that supports the Wii U GamePad. Speed: SEGA Ages works fine on the Wii U GamePad. You can even play with the GamePad and a GameCube controller, as long as the GameCube controller has a docking station to hook it into the GamePad. Screen
Resolution: SEGA Ages works fine on the GamePad. You can even play with the GamePad and a GameCube controller
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